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Trained by Israel - Disabled Child Beaten Bloody
by TSA Agents at Airport
"TSA Trained by Israel - Results: Disabled Girl Beaten Bloody by TSA Agents"

TSA created by dual J()()ish/American citizens who seem set on turning the U.S. into another occupied
nation. The whole world is becoming Palestine - no freedom from the hands of the secret societies that all
seem to be with one religion.
One world.
One people.
One heart.
Which way is your heart going?
TSA trained the Luciferian way!
Disabled woman beaten bloody by TSA agents
A disabled woman was beaten bloody by federal agents during an airport security screening while on her
way to undergo treatment for a brain tumor.
Hannah Cohen set off the metal detector at a security checkpoint at the Memphis International Airport, and
she was led away for additional screening, reported WREG-TV.
“They wanted to do further scanning, (but) she was reluctant — she didn’t understand what they were about
to do,” said her mother, Shirley Cohen.
Cohen said she tried to tell agents with the Transportation Security Administration that her 19-year-old
daughter is partially deaf, blind in one eye, paralyzed and easily confused — but she said police kept her
away from the security agents.
The confused and terrified young woman tried to run away, her mother said, and agents violently took her to
the ground.
“She’s trying to get away from them, but:

http://www.rawstory.com/2016/07/disabled-woman-beaten-bloody-by-tsa-agents-after-becoming-confusedand-afraid-at-security-checkpoint/
"2010 Flashback - "Israeli Security at U.S. Airports"
President Obama's nominee to head the TSA, Robert Harding, suggested to Congress that U.S. airport
security should closely resemble that of the Israelis. Widely accepted as having the safest airports in the
world, Israel goes much further into screening travelers than most other countries.
Would American flyers accept questions about where they've been recently, why they're going to a
particular place or what the name of their church is? Cenk Uygur from the Young Turks is with Alyona to
discuss.
Israeli security at U.S. airports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPY3AQGFtog
TSA Employees Arrested for Cocaine Smuggling Operation in Puerto Rico
A dozen airport and Transportation Security Administration (TSA) employees have been arrested for their
alleged involvement in a massive cocaine smuggling operation in Puerto Rico, the U.S. Attorney’s Office
announced Monday. The defendants are accused of helping smuggle approximately 20 tons of cocaine
through Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport over the course of 18 years, from 1998 to 2016. The
investigation was initiated by the TSA as part of an ongoing effort to target employee misconduct and reduce
insider threats.
The operation allegedly involved employees smuggling suitcases through TSA checkpoints at the airport and
onto flights, with as many as five mules on some flights and with each mule checking two suitcases in some
cases. Six current and former TSA screening officers have been indicted in the case for their alleged role in
smuggling cocaine through X-ray machines and onto airplanes without detection. An Airport Aviation
Services worker, who was a baggage handler and ramp employee, is charged with paying TSA employees to
clear the suitcases stuffed with cocaine; taking the suitcases to their designated flights; and giving a drug
trafficking organization member the “all clear” for mules to board the plane.
“These individuals were involved in a:
http://thehill.com/policy/transportation/319246-tsa-employees-arrested-for-cocaine-smuggling-operation-inpuerto-rico

